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This Too Shall Pass
We are five months into 2020, and things look a lot different than when the year started. None of us could have predicted the
impact on our current way of life, nor the impact on our current way of doing business. As a company we have learned a lot during
this difficult time, and we have succeeded thus far by learning, adapting, and working together.
I take great pride in our company’s core values: Safety, Service, Integrity, Education,
and Family. These have and will continue to guide us through the challenges that lie
ahead. Behind these values, lies the spirit of O’Connor. In talking with team members
and dealers, I am amazed at the positive attitudes shown and the willingness to work
together. In the midst of the largest crisis most of us have encountered in our lifetimes,
we have employees and dealer partners who literally continue to say “bring it!” every
day. That kind of attitude speaks to the great individuals we have throughout our
organization and the partnerships we have outside O’Connor Company. These are the
people that I am so proud to have by my side. I am more convinced than ever that
when all this is in the rearview mirror and we are back to full speed, we will be more
unstoppable than ever.
Recently I was reminded of a quote my father used to repeat when in the midst of
difficult times. “This too shall pass.” It seems appropriate to remember that today. The
challenges of this spring will at some point be behind us. Our businesses will return
to “normal.” And while we all may be a bit changed, I know that some things—like
focusing on our core values, providing best-in-class service and continuing to be Greg Borr President - O’Connor Company
flexible in our markets—will never change. We continue to look ahead recognizing
that there are some unknowns. However, even in the face of uncertainty, we remain
steadfast and calm. We are proving once again that together we can overcome
anything. - Greg Borr, President O’Connor Company

How to Engage with Homeowners by
Comparison-Speak and Group Tier
Selling.

Focusing your strategies to build
customer relationships is as simple as
translating product features into
real-world customer benefits. This little
change in your sales presentation will
give you a seat at the head of the kitchen table. We’ve heard it all before, the
same sales pitch “Our new, high-efficient widget provides you, Mrs. Homeowner, a cost saving solution.” Here’s
the issue with that statement, it’s generic. This statement can be applied to any
number of products and customers
today are more educated with access to
product information literally at their
fingertips. Customers can check the
facts of your sales pitch instantly.

The HVAC industry is always evolving
with new market opportunities and
changing customer demands. It can be
overwhelming to know how to cut
through the marketing clutter and what
will make you stand out from the next
guy.

If you claim that a product is efficient,
customers want to know how efficient.
They want to know why efficiency
matters. Efficient compared to what?
How much more does it cost for
efficiency? Do I really need it?

Bye-Bye Product Features Hello
Real-World Customer Solutions

Customers want to know exactly
what they are paying for. If you are
not being transparent with your
customers, you can bet they are
getting their information elsewhere.
Most likely your competitor.
Simple improvements to your sales
plan by removing "industry speak"
and transitions, will help you build
meaningful, credible conversations
with customers will leave them
feeling
educated,
but
most
importantly, warm and fuzzy in their
purchase decision. (Which will give
you great Google Reviews, but we
will save that for another article.)
Using industry terms to describe a
product as “efficient” does nothing
for the customer. By speaking in
comparison, you will be transparent
to your customer on all the options
you can provide – not just the one
you would like to sell. Comparison
speak is a critical step in achieving
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value in customer satisfaction.
Three steps to help you and your
sales team when talking comparisons
1.) Stop talking about features &
functions and start talking about what
the customer cares about.
Feature, function, benefit speak is
always a go-to because it’s in the product literature, you are familiar with the
product, and you feel comfortable
speaking on it. Well, feature, function,
benefit speak is so last year. If you are
speaking to a customer about a solution
to their problem, they are right on the
edge of the purchasing cliff. This is
your time to stand out from everyone
else.
Picture this scenario. You are with the
customer in their home. You’ve done
the walk through; you have the homeowner on the hook. All they must do is
bite. Now is the time you can be open
and honest with the homeowner and
speak in comparison on products and
services you can provide. What do you
do? You hand the customer a brochure
with a long list of features and benefits,
often in comparison to an older model
or a competitor’s product. The
brochure screams, “super efficient”,
“even quieter” or “more flexible than
ever.”
The homeowner doesn’t care if it’s
“even quieter” than last year’s model.
They don’t care because it isn’t a need
for their home. Focus on the information your homeowner cares about: what
options you recommend, how this
option will address their needs, and
how much will it cost. Building a questionnaire will help both you and your
customers come to a decision on the
right choice for them.
2.) Product tiers are your best friend.
Don’t spend time confusing your
dealers with a fancy product brochure
covered in brand names, product
pictures, and logos - such as a Toyota
Camry in a NASCAR race. Instead
consider packaging your products into
tiers. The concept of Good, Better, Best
or Bronze, Silver, Gold will resonate
with your customers.

For this concept to be successful you
must ensure your tiers offer key differences. For example, The A Package is
best for the cost-conservative customer. The B Package is best for the energy-conscious customer. The C Package
is most suitable for the customer seeking a quick turnaround. Using the tier
concept will allow your customers to
pick what best fits their need.
3.) Always present three options.
Think about all the good things that
come in threes. You get your opponent
out with three strikes in baseball. You
get a turkey when you bowl three
strikes in a row. A genie grants you
three wishes. Ok, genies aren’t real, so
think about it like this. What if you
could only order a drink at McDonalds
in one size? Sometimes a small is just
not enough and a large is too much. But
a medium drink, that hits the spot.
You don’t want to miss out on an
upsell, but you do not want to mislead
your customer into purchasing the
highest-margin product and not showing them other options. Provide your
customers with something that doesn’t
quite meet their need, something that
over-delivers, and a solution that is just
right.
Grouping your product offering
into a tier system and discussing
homeowner needs using comparison-speak, allows you to successfully
provide a well thought out and easily
understandable reasoning for your
recommendation.
Make comparison-speak a habit
within your organization and your
customers will see you as a trustworthy
source of information in their decision
buying process.
Article written by Dee Dee Baron,
O’Connor Company Corporate
Marketing Specialist

O’Connor Company’s
Mitsubishi Electric Diamond
Contractors: Leaders of the Pack

Mitsubishi Electric Cooling & Heating Diamond Contractors are the best
of the best. Their dedication to training and exceeding homeowner's
expectations are a couple of reasons
why they lead the way.
In addition to annual training and
excellent customer service, here are a
few other factors that set Diamond
Contractors apart from other contractors:
- Marketing and Advertising:
Diamond Contractors understand the
importance of marketing and advertising. Whether it is social media
content, blogs, content on their
website, direct mail, newsletters, or
statement fillers; they know how to
deliver the ductless heat pump
message.
- Contractor Locator/Leads:
Diamond Contractors are listed on
Mitsubishi
Electric’s
contractor
locator and receive free qualified
leads.
- Annual Training:
Diamond Contractors attend annual
service and application training to stay
abreast of new products and technologies. O’Connor has two certified
Mitsubishi Electric training facilities,
with another one coming this summer.
- Enhanced Warranty:
Diamond Contractors can offer
Mitsubishi
Electric’s
enhanced
12-year parts/12-year compressor
warranty to give homeowners additional piece of mind. Labor warranties
are also available for Diamond
Contractors.
- Financing:
Mitsubishi Electric has partnered with
Synchrony to offer enhanced financing programs exclusively for
Diamond Contractors.
- Promotions/Rebates:
Diamond Contractors can offer
consumer rebates to homeowners
twice a year with no out-of-pocket
costs; plus, additional incentives for
the contractor salesperson.
Article written by Brandon Wayne, O’Connor Company Ductless Product Manager
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Indoor Air Quality
Indoor air quality is on everyone’s
mind, especially right now, and we
want to share with you the indoor air
quality products available to provide
your customers with options on cleaner
air in their home.

Nu-Calgon has products that have
been proven through independent lab
testing to significantly reduce a wide
variety of pathogens and viruses in the
breathing zone and on hard non-porous
surfaces.
• iWave-R (P/N 4900-20)
• Evap-Fresh® No Rinse Evaporator
Coil Cleaner & Disinfectant
Ready-To-Use
• Spray Nine®Cleaner and
Disinfectant

Air Scrubber is for those who are increasingly concerned about their potential
exposure to allergens, mold, VOCs and
air pollutants. With ActivePure Technology, you can go beyond traditional
air purification systems not only eliminating stale odors and reducing dust but
eliminating harmful contaminants in
the air and on services.
The benefits of he Air Scrubber Plus:
• Purifies air, removed VOCs, and
significantly reduces dust particles and
odors without using ozone.

• Reduces exposure to common bacteria and viruses and their effects upon
your health and wellness.
• Protects against allergy and asthma
triggering contaminants and respiratory
issues, which may lead to health problems.
• Effective against MRSA, E. coli and
other illness causing bacteria and
viruses.
• Reduction in sick days and the
number of common cold and flu
outbreaks.

comfort, and health of the occupants.
From patented UV products to polarized media air cleaners, PremierOne
products are based on scientifically
correct air purification technologies.
This is a new product, so please reach
out to your TM for more information
and availability in your area.
• P6100 Polarized Media Air
Cleaners
• PremierOne MUV-430H and
MUV7-50DR Air Treatment Units
• PremierOnePureFlo HP500 HEPA
Air Cleaner
If you would like more information
on these products, please reach out to
your TM or Inside Counter Sales
Team.
Please note O’Connor Company
makes no medical claims or states
these products have been tested to kill
COVID-19.

COMING SOON
Trane CleanEffects use revolutionary
technology that removes up to 99.98%
of airborne particles and allergens from
filtered indoor air.
• Catches particles down to .1 micron
in size.
• Eight times more effective than the
best HEPA room appliance.
• 100 times more effective than a
standard one inch throwaway filter or
ionic-type room appliance.
• Delivers cleaner air and more of it.
• Reusable filter can be cleaned by
vacuuming.

PremierOne is a prime manufacturer
of air purification products that
improves the overall indoor air quality

Online bill payments
from BillTrust

A new site where you can
receive, pay and manage all your
O’Connor Company invoices.

O’Connor Company is offering
an online portal where you can
pay and manage your invoices
conveniently and securely. Look
for details coming soon about
BillTrust and how to log in and
activate your account. If you
have any questions, please
contact invoicequestions@oconnorhvac.com.
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O’Connor Company
Wins Award!

In March O’Connor Company was
recognized by Mitsubishi Electric as the
2019 Southwest Business Unit Distributor of the Year. We were chosen over 13
other distributors for our excellence in
sales, contractor development and market
share. Thanks to our amazing dealer
network, O’Connor Company was recognized because of you!
O’Connor Company is the only
distributor that has received this
award in two different business units
across the nation. In 2018 O’Connor
Company won the Mitsubishi Electric’s
Central Business Unit Distributor of the
Year. We appreciate your hard work and
dedication to the Mitsubishi Electric
brand and commitment to O’Connor
Company. We are great because of our
outstanding dealer partners.

O’Connor Delivers A
Smart HVAC
Maintenance Solution
O’Connor has added a new, innovative technology to our product line
that is changing the game within
HVAC maintenance. Sensi Predict is a
10-sensor system that monitors and
analyzes HVAC systems 24/7 providing a roadmap to greater profitability
for contractors and peace of mind for
their customers. Once Sensi Predict is
professionally installed on air conditioners and furnaces, it generates
real-time data and insights.

• Verify quality installations, reducing
callbacks
• Drive new actionable service calls,
increasing revenue per truck roll
• Build contractor loyalty with customers,
improving HVAC-agreement renewal rates
• Transform traditional maint. agreements to
smart agreements, bringing great profitability
• Enable technicians to “know before they
go,” increasing efficiency and coverage
range
• Confirm accurate, quality work upon
completion
• Proactively manage workflow to level out
high-demand periods and balance revenue

For more information please contact
your Territory Manager.

Employee Spotlight
Dick McKinley
If you don’t know American Standard, you don’t know Dick McKinley.
Dick started at O’Connor Company
on April 19, 1993. He began on the

counter and it didn’t take long for him to
become the counter lead and parts
specialist at the Lenexa location. He even
played a dual role as we worked for both
O’Connor Company and J.M. O’Connor
at the same time. In 1997 O’Connor
partnered with American Standard,
leaving a vacancy for a Territory Manager in the Kansas City area. Dick was
approached about the opportunity to
move from the parts side to Territory
Manager for this new brand. Dick wasn’t
sure he wanted to take on such a big role.
“I was nervous about taking the position
because we were starting from scratch
with this brand. So, what I did was work
home shows as American Standard to get
leads. I would then take the leads I
received at the home shows and would
walk into a dealership selling a competitive brand. Hand them the leads, sell
them American Standard, and start building those dealer relationships,” said
Dick. Before Dick joined O’Connor, he
worked in accounts payable for a company, referencing himself as a “Desk
Junkie”. He was really looking for something more than sitting at a desk from 8
p.m. – 5 p.m. every day. So that is when a
friend approached him about working for
his dad’s HVAC company. He fell in love
with the trade. “I really liked working in
the HVAC field. And what is funny is
when I worked at the dealership, I
worked on American Standard equipment. Things kind of came full-circle.”
The 27 years Dick has worked for
O’Connor he has dedicated a tremendous
amount of time and energy to grow the
American Standard brand. His territory,
at one time, was spread out from KC
metro to SE Kansas to Syracuse, MO and
up north of Topeka.
Dick is a humble man with a team player
mentality. When you ask him about
working at O’Connor and building the
American Standard brand, he will tell
you this. “It was a perfect storm. Everyone within O’Connor helped built the
American Standard brand. I just
happened to be at the right place at the
right time."

